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To the many who have cared,

Adulthood was unexpectedly thrust on Agustrn when he was 13 years old. lt mattered little whether

he was adequately prepared for such upheaval, or welcomed it. The sudden and violent death of his

father left him with the monumental task of assisting his widowed 30-year-old mother care for his

four younger sibllngs.

Agustin's initial response to the traumatic loss of his father was debilitatlng grief. He once confided to

me that, apart from attending the funeral, he spent the week following his father's murder immobile,

bedridden, lacking the desire or strength to function in any other capacity. Once the week had

passed, however, Agustin rebounded, and turned his attention towards taking on the responsibility of
replacing his father as the man of the house.

Agustin has long asserted that his mother is a strong-willed woman. Her great resolve not only likely

served her well under such demanding circumstances, but moreover, ultimately proved to be an

indispensable resource serving her efforts to keep her family well looked after and safe. lt is also

reasonable to assume that, despite his young age, Agustin's support greatly aided his mother both

immediately following the loss of her husband, and longer term, in managing her future and

unexpected role as a single mother.

Not long after his father's passing, Agustin found work as a mason's assistant. The work entailed

carryingback and forth everything required of the mason to complete the job before him, including

the cinder blocks providing the backbone of a traditional Guatemalan structure. Given his relatively

diminutive stature as a young adult, lt is likely that, at the onset of adolescence, Agustin barely stood

5 feet tall and was yet to tio the scales at 100 lbs. Complicating matters further, Agustin had yet to
learn the terminology used for many of the tools at a mason's disposal, requiring him to often ask for
a layman's translation, an aspect of Agustin's training for which hisboss had little patience. Agustin,

however, who has undoubtedly inherited much of his mother's resolve, was not to be deterred.

ln addition to working as a mason's assistant, Agustin continued with his studies. With the aid of a

member of his family's church, he even managed to earn a modest scholarship to cover most of the

cost of his education. IVornings were spent at construction sites, helping to provide for his family,

afternoons at school in sea'rch of a better future, evenings at home helping his mother as needed

before tackling his homework in whatever time remained.

Agustin's mother proved to be resourceful at creating and running micro-businesses, many of them

kitchen related. ln addition to working at his part time job and academics, Agustin also assisted with
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